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Inclusive Practices for 
School-Based 

Therapists
Presented by

Meeting Norms

.

Today’s Objectives

• How to develop and maintain a positive collaborative 
relationship.

• What the legal and educational mandates say regarding 
intervention services including inclusive therapy practices in the 
classroom.

• What the benefits and drawbacks of  the collaborative models 
between therapist and teacher are.

• How the models for inclusive therapy practices will be applied 
on your campus to decrease LRE and improve student 
outcomes. 

Agenda
9:009:00 • Welcome & Relationship Dev.

9:309:30 • Why Inclusive Practices

10:1510:15 • Break

10:3010:30 • Planning – Setting the Stage

11:4511:45 • Lunch

12:4512:45 • Collaborative Models

2:152:15 • Break

2:302:30 • Script for Success

3:003:00 • Making a Plan

4:004:00 • Dismiss

Your presenters: 

• Lisa Rukovena
• Education Specialist at 

Region 13
• Speech Language 

Pathologist
• Bilingual Special Education
• AAC Novice

• Nichole Kertis
• Education Specialist at Region 

13
• Occupational Therapist
• AT/Augmentative and 

Alternative Communication
• AAC Developing Expertise

Your presenters: 

• Lisa Rukovena
• Why I got involved with education? I 

believe deeply in the potential of  
education to be a force for equality and 
opportunity. 

• What’s something interesting about 
me? I am bilingual, but Spanish is my 
second language. Spanish is the primary 
language in my home. 

• How long have I been working? 14 years 
as a SLP- Speech-Language Pathologist

• Nichole Kertis
• Why I got involved with education? I want 

to work with kids in their natural context 
where they are already living and learning.

• What’s something interesting about me? I 
am a peanut butter loving cancer survivor 
who cohabitates with Dachshunds. 

• How long have I been working? 20+ years as 
an OT- Occupational Therapist
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They don’t care how 
much you know until 
they know how 
much you care. 

Now you try!

At your table, please introduce yourselves and 
include personal details such as: 

- what you enjoy 
- what is important to you
- what you find fulfilling about working in the schools
- what “success” in your work means to you
- what makes you feel “proud” either personally or 
professionally

1
0% - 15% 

2
16% - 40% 

3
41% - 65% 

4
66% - 100% 

Road Blocks?  
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Tied up with a bow! 
•Region 13 Inclusive Practices for School-Based 
Therapists- Resources
•https://goo.gl/a0bBw9
• Handout in a digital version
• Inclusive Practices FAQ’s
• Specific Ideas and Examples for Inclusive Practices
• APTA-ASHA-AOTA Joint Document on Workload 

Approach
• Planning Checklists
• And more

Inclusion at a glance

What does inclusion mean? 
“… inclusion secures opportunities 
for students with disabilities to 
learn alongside their non-disabled 
peers in general education 
classrooms.”

http://www.specialeducationguide.com/pre-k-12/inclusion/

Co-teaching applications…? 

•Special Education
•English as a Second 

Language
•OT, PT, ST

•Media ed tech
•Literacy or Math Coach

•Gifted talented

IN THE
GENERAL
EDUCATION
CLASSROOM

What it could look like for therapy Special Education is a 
SERVICE

…
not a

PLACE.
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Sample Schedule

Why implement inclusive 
practices?

35 Years of (a good) IDEA Origin of Inclusive Practices
Legal Mandates
• IDEA 2004

• LRE

• PGC
• Integrated Services
• Student Centered

• ESSA
• RtI
• AYP

• Research-based interventions
• UDL

• TEA
• Commissioner’s Rules

Professional Guidelines
• AOTA/APTA
• TOTA/TPTA
• TSHA/ASHA

Access, Universal Design, UDL

•EHA 1975 Access to Schools

• IDEA 1990 Access to Classrooms

• IDEA 1997 Access to General Education Curriculum

• IDEA 2004 Access to Instructional Materials

•ESSA 2015 Access to Universal Design for Learning

www.CTDInstitute.org

UDL: It’s not A thing, it’s THE thing

UDL

DI SDI
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AOTA, APTA, & ASHA

AOTA, APTA, and ASHA recognize that with 
the passage of  IDEA 2004, the work of  school-
based therapists has evolved. IDEA mandates 
that students with disabilities participate in, 
have access to, and progress in the general 
curriculum or natural environments. 

IDEA §612(a)[5]

“To the maximum extent appropriate, children with 
disabilities, including children in public or private 
institutions or other care facilities, are educated with 
children who are not disabled, and special classes, separate 
schooling, or other removal of  children with disabilities from 
the regular educational environment occurs only when the 
nature or severity of  the disability of  a child is such that 
education in regular classes with the use of  supplementary 
aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.”

Least Restrictive Environment

Educational Benefit

Can our services provide meaningful 
educational benefit if  we do not:
•Know what curriculum is being presented and 
tie into it?
•Know how students achieve with current 
instruction and what supports are most 
effective?
•Know how students are relating to their peers?

A new view on pull-out therapy…
Previous thinking about pull-out therapy:

• Small group instruction
• Intensive, direct instruction
• Therapist as expert

Current thinking about pull-out therapy:
• Out of  context
• Different content
• Increased transitions
• Decreased access to natural opportunities to 

generalize
• Adult-dependent
• Isolation from / stigmatization by peers
• Missed instruction
• Therapist as collaborator

Access, Universal Design, UDL

•EHA 1975 Access to Schools

• IDEA 1990 Access to Classrooms

• IDEA 1997 Access to General Education Curriculum

• IDEA 2004 Access to Instructional Materials

•ESSA 2015 Access to Universal Design for Learning

www.CTDInstitute.org

Paradigm Shift
The World Health Organization now defines 
disability in the following manner:
•For persons with chronic disabilities, a shift from 
assuming what is disabling lies within the person, 
to
•Assuming what is disabling is just as likely to 
result from the activity/task design, the environment
or some combination of  all these elements.
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Updating Our Language

Old Phrasing
• Qualifies for therapy services

• Therapy goals vs. Teachers goals

• Push-in therapy services

• Pull-out therapy services

• Dismissal from OT/PT/Speech

New Phrasing
• Recommend therapy supports and 

services

• Student goals, focused outcomes

• In-context or integrated therapy

• Out-of-context; services to support 
skill acquisition

• No longer requires the skills and 
expertise of  an OT/PT/SLP to meet 
student’s educational needs

The goal is to move to in-context services and supports as soon as possible.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

1.Students learn the skills they 
need in the setting in which they 

will use them. 

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

2. Students have increased practice 
opportunities.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

3. Students’ relationships with 
peers are fostered.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

4. Students do not miss out on 
classroom instruction and 

activities.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

5. Teachers learn therapeutic 
strategies that will be used to 

support all students even once the 
therapist has left.
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Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

6.Therapists gain new context to 
know whether strategies are 

effective and/or feasible.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

7. Therapist/teacher teams are 
able to focus on skills that are 

immediately needed.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

8. Therapist/teacher teams can 
make quick adjustments and 
address needs as they arise.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

9. Therapy assessments are more 
informed and accurate.

Ten Benefits of Integrated Therapy

10. Parents are more confident in 
the fidelity of  service 

implementation.
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DAY Michael MINUTES David MINUTES

MON

 During morning story, his teacher cues him to use specific vocabulary
 During art, his teacher models his speech targets and gives opportunities for him to repeat.
 In the lunch line, he is supported in requesting items using complete sentences.
 At recess, his peer imitates the teacher’s cues to model accurate productions.
 During end of day routine, teacher supports him in telling about his day.

21 MIN
25 MIN
5 MIN
5 MIN
10 MIN

TUES

Speech therapy in the 
speech room in group of  3. 
Names picture cards and 
reads book with the SLP.

30 MIN

 During morning story, his teacher cues him to use specific vocabulary
 During art, his teacher models his speech targets and gives opportunities for him to repeat.
 In the lunch line, he is supported in requesting items using complete sentences.
 At recess, his peer imitates the teacher’s cues to model accurate productions.
 During end of day routine, teacher supports him in telling about his day.

21 MIN
25 MIN
5 MIN
5 MIN
10 MIN

WED

 During morning story, his teacher cues him to use specific vocabulary
 During art, his teacher models his speech targets and gives opportunities for him to repeat.
 In the lunch line, he is supported in requesting items using complete sentences.
 At recess, his peer imitates the teacher’s cues to model accurate productions.
 During end of day routine, teacher supports him in telling about his day.

21 MIN
25 MIN
5 MIN
5 MIN
10 MIN

THURS

Speech therapy in the 
speech room in group of  3. 
Names picture cards and 
reads book with the SLP.

30 MIN

 During morning story, his teacher cues him to use specific vocabulary
 During art, his teacher models his speech targets and gives opportunities for him to repeat.
 In the lunch line, he is supported in requesting items using complete sentences.
 At recess, his peer imitates the teacher’s cues to model accurate productions.
 During end of day routine, teacher supports him in telling about his day.

21 MIN
25 MIN
5 MIN
5 MIN
10 MIN

FRI

 During morning story, his teacher cues him to use specific vocabulary
 During art, his teacher models his speech targets and gives opportunities for him to repeat.
 In the lunch line, he is supported in requesting items using complete sentences.
 At recess, his peer imitates the teacher’s cues to model accurate productions.
 During end of day routine, teacher supports him in telling about his day.

21 MIN
25 MIN
5 MIN
5 MIN
10 MIN

TOTAL 
TIME

1 HOUR 5.5 HOURS
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"Well, yeah, 
isn't that the 
'O' in OT?"

Strengths based Assessment  SDI
“Ben has below-age-level skills in the areas of  bilateral motor 
coordination and speed of  completing fine motor tasks. His task 
persistence is poor, as he tends to give up on challenging tasks easily. 
He struggles to maintain focus on tasks that are not of  significant 
interest to him, and teachers report that he is extremely limited in his 
production of  written work.”

Strengths based Assessment  SDI
“Ben demonstrates the necessary dexterity to complete a variety of  fine motor tasks 
when they are untimed and he is not feeling rushed. He has a great many interests 
(history, model cars, biking, cooking, video games, and more), and when academic 
tasks incorporate these interests, he is able to gather his focus to participate, persist, 
and complete tasks. Ben is able to produce handwritten work, although he finds this 
challenging. However, he is able to articulate his knowledge quite well orally. His 
strong social skills, creative thinking, and ability to generate ideas make Ben a 
welcome member of  any group where children work together to participate in 
learning activities and are allowed to use individual strengths to produce an 
assignment or project. In one example, Ben provides ideas, a peer organizes and 
expands on these ideas, and another is able to write these ideas down on paper. 
Together these children are able to use individual strengths to learn and 
demonstrate their knowledge while developing 21st century skills of  
communication, collaboration, and problem solving.”

Empirical Evidence for Inclusion
• Provides theoretically sound interventions during daily 

routines improves participation.
(Duns et al., 2004)

• Interventions need to be part of  the natural context to 
support generalization.

(Hanft & Pinkington, 2000, Baranek, 2002)

• Interventions using curriculum content and classroom 
materials are most likely to achieve integration and 
generalization.

(Clark, Polichino, & Jackson, 2004)
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Planning 
considerations?
1. Are there any skills 

that might not be best 
taught in the 
classroom? 

2. Is there a level of  
mastery that might be 
required before moving 
into the classroom?

3. Any other 
considerations when 
deciding setting of  
intervention? 

Today’s Objectives

How to develop and maintain a positive collaborative 
relationship.

• What the legal and educational mandates say regarding 
intervention services including inclusive therapy practices in the 
classroom.

• What the benefits and drawbacks of  the collaborative models 
between therapist and teacher are.

• How the models for inclusive therapy practices will be applied 
on your campus to decrease LRE and improve student 
outcomes. 

Break

Planning for collaboration

Starting off on the Right Foot

Primary Expertise of the Teacher
• Curriculum and instruction

• Classroom management

• Typical student knowledge

• Appropriate scope and 
sequence pacing

Primary Expertise of the Therapist
• Knowledge of  developmental 

norms and sequence of  
acquisition

• Knowledge of  learning 
processes

• Individualization and 
knowledge of  specially designed 
instruction

• Documentation and other 
accountability paperwork

• Goal mastery work and 
progress

Collaboration and co-planning starts with knowing each other’s strengths.
Defining Our New Role
• Write collaborative goals that tie in to the 

classroom curriculum

• Plan with teachers to design routines-based 
supports

• Observe the student in the classroom setting to 
identify communication, movement, sensory, and 
environmental demands

• In collaboration with the teacher, provide supports 
within the classroom

• Collaborate with teachers so both professionals 
develop new skills in the other’s area
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Principles of Collaboration
Parity
- Partnership is based on equity. 

Mutual Respect
- Each person is respected for knowledge and shills he or she brings to the 

partnership.

Specific Mutual Goals
- The partnership shares common student-focused goals. 

Shared Accountability for Outcomes
- Co-teachers share instructional and behavioral accountability for all 

students. 

Shared Resources
- Co-educators openly share ideas, materials, methods, strategies, and 
approaches. 

Do we: 
Agree?
Compromise?
Discuss Later?

1. “Helping” students

2. Accommodations/modifications for 
individual students

3. Electronics

4. Movement in classroom

5. Student Access to materials

At the beginning of the year …
 Reach out to your partner

 Meet with your administrator to present your plan

 Share one another’s non-negotiables and preferred communication styles

 Develop collaborative therapy goals and schedule for ARDC consideration

 Make a plan for how you will both be introduced to the class and parents

 Create a lesson plan for the first day with students

 Plan out the first week of  lessons

 Discuss the “what ifs”

 Talk grading, accommodations, modifications, grouping, and report 
cards/progress reports

 Set regularly scheduled times to meet and plan

During the school year …

 The teacher will explain upcoming curriculum.

 Both educators will establish minimum level of  mastery and identify 
potentially challenging concepts.

 Both educators will discuss individual student needs and analyze data.

 The therapist will review needed accommodations and 
modifications.

 Both educators will plan collaborative instruction model approaches for 
the upcoming lessons.

 Both educators will develop action steps to create necessary materials.

Progress 
Monitoring 
Plan

W
or
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s Direct Services

• Contribute to IEP planning

• Design intervention plans

• Plan and prepare intervention

• Provide staff  development

• Train teachers and staff

Indirect Activities
• Pre-referral strategies

• Adapt task demands

• Modify environment

• Prevent anticipated problems

• Alter context to support students

Indirect Services Compliance Activities

• Observations

• Evaluations

• Implement IEPs

• Establish student skills

• Collect and analyze data
• Compliance paperwork
• Contact logs
• Parent communication logs
• IEP Documentation
• Write LMN to request equipment
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Student 
Team

Campus

District

Beyond
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Co-Planning for Success

IEP Development

Collaborative IEP Process

FIE PLAAFP IEP SDI Services
Collaborative Collaborative CollaborativeCollaborative Collaborative

Essential Elements of Annual Goals
Based on need • Is the goal based on student need?

Beginning levels of  
Performance • Was the goal created from student baseline data?

Select Meaningful 
Goals • Is the goal meaningful? Why?

Avoid Meaningless 
Goals • Is the goal meaningless? Why?

Measurable Goals • Is the goal measurable?

Annual Progress • Does the goal have a realistic expected level of  mastery?

Regular Classroom 
Participation

• Will improve performance and/or mastery of  this goal 
enable greater participation in the general education 
classroom and/or curriculum?

Benefits of Integrated IEP Goals
•Reduces the overall # of  goals to be measured
•Reduces the complexity of  data to be collected to 
monitor progress
•Establishes the teacher as the primary service 
provider with the support of  the related service 
provider
•Provide clarity to how the related service will 
actually support the student to progress in the 
instructional program
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Benefits of Collaborative Goal Writing

•Encourages team ownership of  goals
•Underscores the connection between skills (i.e. 
language, motor, sensory) and academics
•Increases accountability for all service 
providers
•Increases interpretability of  the student’s 
progress/benefit from the services provided

Approaches to Collaborative Goal Writing 
Might Include:

• Real-time collaboration while developing goals
• Aligning related services to previously developed 

instructional goals (ex:  It’s not a shopping trip for goals 
consider saying “I had in mind a similar goal, I’d really 
like to provide support on this goal… what do you think 
about adding _____ as a condition?”
• Designating instructional services as co-

implementors/progress monitors
• Identifying the support of  the related service as a 

condition to the implementation of  the instructional goal

True or False?

•All IEP goals 
supported by related 
services must be 
integrated.

• False

• A student’s IEP goal should be 
focused on the student’s 
function, not the OT, PT or 
SLP.
• Sometimes an integrated goal 

is best, sometimes a traditional 
goal is best, sometimes both!

True or False?

•At the IEP meeting, 
SLP, OT, PT staff  
should review goals 
developed by other 
team members and 
select which goals to 
integrate into. 

• False

• This is not a shopping 
opportunity.  If  you think an 
integrated goal will work, all 
collaborators should discuss (via 
email, phone or meeting) what 
the goal, data collection and 
progress reporting may look like 
and present a draft to the team. 

True or False?

•IEP goals should be 
student-centered, 
not discipline 
specific.

• True

• IEP goals are based on 
student need, are 
meaningful, and are 
educationally relevant.
• Sometimes an integrated 

goal is best, sometimes a 
traditional goal is best, 
sometimes both!

Curriculum Alignment

1. TEKS
2. STAAR Alt 2 Vertical Alignment
3. Pre-K Guidelines
4. TX Early Pathways
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Do’s and Don’ts of Goal Development

DO!
Involve students, caregivers, 
and teachers in identifying 

goals and priorities.

DON’T!
Attempt to identify or 
prioritize student goals 
without collaboration.

Do’s and Don’ts of Goal Development

DO!
Design goals and schedules 
that actively engage students 
in the learning that has been 

identified as important by 
the student, their caregivers, 

and the teachers.

DON’T!
Design goals and schedule 

that only engage students in 
activities that are important 

to the therapy alone.

Do’s and Don’ts of Goal Development

DO!
Facilitate collaboration of  
the student, teacher, and 

therapist to establish 
appropriate supports and 

strategies.

DON’T!
Develop supports and 

strategies in isolation from 
students and teachers.

Do’s and Don’ts of Goal Development

DO!
Maintain regular 

communication between 
students, teachers, and 

therapist to discuss progress 
and make needed 

adjustments.

DON’T!
Provide a progress report at 

the end of  the grading 
period that reflects only 

therapist data without other 
sources of  input.

By the end of  the 17-18 school year, 
Dean will write an expository essay 
using a keyboard with spell check and 
a graphic organizer by including all of  
the necessary elements in 80% of  
opportunities.
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Sample Sample Goal - 1

Using his strategies of  self  advocacy 
and time management, Jason will 
move from his homeroom to science 
class using his power wheelchair 
within the allotted 3 minutes before 
the bell rings at least 3 days each 
week.

Sample Goal - 2

In 36 weeks, given a structured small 
group learning activity, visual cue 
card for" I need a break", and a deep 
pressure preparatory activity, Nancy 
will engage in the activity with 
minimal verbal cues for at least 10 
minutes without aggressive/disruptive 
behaviors on four consecutive data 
collection dates.

Sample Goal-3 (“speech only” + OT/PT)

• If  articulation, and area of  OT need is around FM/handwriting OT 
could add an objective to the “SLP’s” goal: 
• Nikki will demonstrate automatic letter formation when writing words that she 

has difficulty articulating…

• If  area of  additional need is around self-regulation, executive 
functioning or motor planning, one could add the support of  the related 
service as a condition to the implementation of  the instructional goal:
• Given steps provided and demonstrated one at a time, student will___
• Given a sensorimotor warm up routine, student will____ 
• Given picture + verbal supports of  necessary components for an obstacle course 

(jump, crawl, over, under, etc) student will plan out the obstacle course, execute 
the routine in order and retell the steps of  the routine. 

Good Goals


Quality Specially Designed 
Instruction

Specially Designed Instruction: SDI

Specially designed instruction means adapting, as 
appropriate to the needs of  an eligible child under this 
part, the content, methodology, or delivery of  instruction 
–
(i) To address the unique needs of  the child that result 

from the child’s disability; and
(ii) To ensure access of  the child to the general 

curriculum, so that the child can meet the 
educational standards within the jurisdiction of  the 
public agency that apply to all children.

IDEA Part 300(A)300.39,
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Specially Designed Content

Substance of  knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions 
(KSAD) taught is different than general education, for 
example:
• Personal care instruction
• Written language remediation
• Social skills training
May directly link to standards, or
• May be an underlying/prerequisite KSAD needed to meet 

standards but not specifically articulated in them

Specially Designed Methodology

Instructional strategies used with SWD are different than strategies 
typically used in general education, for example:

• Pre-teaching social expectations for assemblies

• Breaking down sequence/steps of  a restroom transfer

• Repeated/guided practice of  spatial organization for long division 
calculation

• Modeling self-advocacy at work site

• Applying multisensory approach to teach number and letter 
formation

Specially Designed Delivery

Instructional context used with SWD is different than contexts used 
in general education, for example:

• Co-teaching written language lesson

• Small group joint movement instruction in general education 
science classroom

• Small group study skills instruction in resource setting

• Whole class mealtime instruction in separate setting 

• One-on-one engagement training in home

What are students supposed to be 
doing?  How can I embed?
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A Picture/Video is Worth a Thousand Words
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Inclusive Supports

Start Here:  Disability Awareness Today’s Objectives

How to develop and maintain a positive collaborative 
relationship.

What the legal and educational mandates say regarding 
intervention services including inclusive therapy practices in 
the classroom.

• What the benefits and drawbacks of  the collaborative models 
between therapist and teacher are.

• How the models for inclusive therapy practices will be 
applied on your campus to decrease LRE and improve 
student outcomes. 

Collaborative Models

D
el

iv
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y

1 Teaching, 1 Observing
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1 Teaching, 1 Assisting Alternative Teaching

Parallel Teaching Team Teaching

Station Teaching

Co-Teaching Examples
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Today’s Objectives

How to develop and maintain a positive collaborative 
relationship.

What the legal and educational mandates say regarding 
intervention services including inclusive therapy practices in 
the classroom.

What the benefits and drawbacks of  the collaborative 
models between therapist and teacher are.

• How the models for inclusive therapy practices will be 
applied on your campus to decrease LRE and improve 
student outcomes. 

Script for success

Recruiting a Partner

Establishing Support from Administrators Bringing Parents on Board
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From those who know …

Making a Plan

Next Steps Planning

Your turn!
Using specific names, places, and dates, 
develop a plan of action. 
•Conversation with a teacher-friend
• Joint conversation with your administrator
• Identify a student or students who will be placed in 
your teach-friend’s class next school year
•Date on which ARD(s) will be held for the 
student(s) to indicate inclusive practices on their 
17-18 schedule
•What else?

Today’s Objectives

How to develop and maintain a positive collaborative 
relationship.

What the legal and educational mandates say regarding 
intervention services including inclusive therapy practices 
in the classroom.

What the benefits and drawbacks of  the collaborative 
models between therapist and teacher are.

How the models for inclusive therapy practices will be 
applied on your campus to decrease LRE and improve 
student outcomes. 
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Care to share? Don’t Forget Us!

https://goo.gl/a0bBw9

Thank you!
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